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Copyright law automatically grants you the right to your own creative work, and your permission is needed to make it available to the public. Your signature on this form will release the seminary from the requirement of formal petition for each requested use and will greatly ease the manner in which your work can be shared with others.

In order to receive a grade for an Integrative Project, Integrative Paper or Thesis course on the transcript, students are required to sign this and vendor copyright release forms upon completion of the work. As part of your registration for a thesis course, please acknowledge your willingness to abide by the requirement by signing here:
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Regarding the above-mentioned work, I grant to Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary the permanent right:

* to make copies of it available for library circulation and public display (including electronic display)
* to manage or dispose of it as other library materials are managed or disposed of, including through sale
* to reproduce it in any form
* to distribute reproductions of it or portions thereof on a not-for-profit basis
* to permit distribution of it by vendors of theses and academic papers at prices set by them
* to publish abstracts of it and extracts from it in thesis lists and bibliographic databases
* to grant permission for quotation in publications
* to take reasonable noncommercial measures to make it more accessible to scholarship, e.g., through electronic translation.
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Overview

Students produce a great many copyrightable works, including theses, dissertations and research projects. The abuse of student’s rights in these works is a violation of both the Copyright Law and the system of ethics under which Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary operates. It is the purpose of this statement to inform you of your rights under the Copyright Law, and, where appropriate, to assist you in protecting those rights.

Rights in Student Works

You have the right to your own creative work. Except for classroom and instructional purposes, no one may publish, display, perform, record or transmit your work, or use your material as part of another work without your permission. However, if you submit your work for publication, display or performance to any school activity, you are granting the school or school group the right to edit, publish, display, perform, record and transmit the work. Students completing a master’s or doctoral thesis are required to deposit two unbound, finished copies of the thesis and to sign Gordon-Conwell’s Copyright Release Form for Deposit Student Works, as well as copyright release forms for vendors that have been chosen by Gordon-Conwell, before the grade is recorded on the transcript.

Registering with the Copyright Office

If you wish to register your work with the Copyright Office, you can write to Information and publications, Section LM-4555, Copyright Office, Library of Congress, Washington D.C., and ask for publication R1, Copyright Basics and Form TX, the form for original registration for published and unpublished non-dramatic literary works.

Official registration with the Copyright Office will require completion of all copyright registration applications and payment of a registration fee.

Under the present copyright law, no publication or registration or other action in the Copyright Office is required to secure copyright. Copyright is secured automatically when the work is created. There are definite legal advantages to establishing public record of ownership, and consideration should be given to this option.

The majority of student materials will be “copyrighted” as “unpublished works” and therefore do not require that the copyright notice be affixed. However, to avoid inadvertent publication without notice, it is advisable for author or owner to affix a statement such as “Unpublished Work c 1989 John Doe” to copies leaving his or her control.

Transfer of Copyright Privileges

A student may grant copyright privilege to other individuals or groups of individuals by transferring those rights via written contract. Once copyright ownership has been signed away in contract, it cannot be retrieved for 35 years.

The student can choose to transfer full or partial copyright, as noted below. In any case, the student still retains full ownership of copyright. By transferring ownership, the student releases the second party from the requirement of securing written consent for each use.

There are five exclusive rights which are granted to the copyright owner, each of which may be transferred separately or jointly. 1) reproduction; 2) preparation of derivative works; 3) public distribution; 4) public performing rights, and; 5) public display.
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AGREEMENT

The author and the Theological Research Exchange Network (TREN), having a place of business at Portland, Oregon, hereby agree as follows for the publication of the submitted manuscript by TREN.

The author will supply the manuscript to TREN through his/her graduate school ready for reproduction and publication without change or further editing.

In consideration of making my work available to students and others, I hereby grant to TREN the non-exclusive worldwide right to reproduce, distribute, display and transmit the work (in whole or in part) in such tangible and electronic formats as may be in existence now or developed in the future. TREN shall have the right to retain the master negative microform of the thesis/dissertation for this purpose. The author retains all rights to publish and/or sell his/her manuscript by any means at any time except for reproduction from negative microform.

I hereby warrant that I am the sole author of the thesis/dissertation; that the thesis/dissertation does not violate any right of privacy; that the thesis/dissertation does not contain any matter which is libelous or obscene; that the thesis/dissertation does not infringe upon any statutory or common law copyright; and that I am legally empowered to enter into this agreement.

I further agree to indemnify and hold harmless Theological Research Exchange Network (TREN) for any damages that it may sustain as a breach of the foregoing warranties and/or as a result of any misrepresentation in the information provided above.
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